
 

 
2022 ZONE REPORT 

 
Enterprise Zone Number and Name:      County:    
 

1. Date Enterprise Zone Certified:     
 

2. State the population of the Enterprise Zone according to the most recent data:     
 

3. Chronologically list the date(s) the Enterprise Zone was formally amended and indicate those 
participant communities added as a result of each amendment: 

 
              
 
 

4. List all the participating communities in the Enterprise Zone 
 
   Community    Date added to zone 
 
 
 
 

5.  Name of Enterprise Zone Manager: 
 
6.  Address of Enterprise Zone Manger: 

 
7.  Phone Number of Enterprise Zone Manager: 

 
8.  Fax Number of Enterprise Zone Manager: 

 
9.  Email Address of Enterprise Zone Manager: 

 
ENTERPRISE ZONE AGREEMENT INFORMATION:     
        
1. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements entered into since certification of zone:  

 

        
2. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements in effect as of 12/31/2022: 

 

        
3. The total number of enterprises:      
        
     a. Subject to Enterprise Zone Agreements (including both operating companies and    
         developer/lessor investors receiving tax benefits):   

 

        
     b. Subject to Enterprise Zone Agreements that have expanded in the Zone  (see Section   
         C for itemization):     

 

        
4. Total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements approved by the applicable legislative    
     authority (s) during the calendar year (2022):   

 



5. Total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements executed during the calendar year
(2022):

6. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements that:

a. Expired during the calendar year (2022):

b. Are scheduled to expire during the calendar year (2022) in which the report is
submitted:

7. The Tax Incentive Review Council (TIRC) Review for calendar year 2022:

a. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements reviewed by the TIRC:

b. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements determined by the TIRC to be in
compliance: 

c. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements
determined by the TIRC to be in non-compliance: 

d. After formal review, the total number of Enterprise Zone
Agreements for which the 
           TIRC made recommendations to the legislative 
authority(s): 

e. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements for which the legislative
   authority(s) did not follow the recommendations of the TIRC: 

 

f. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements terminated during the calendar
year (2022): 

g. The total number of Enterprise Zone Agreements modified during the calendar year
 (2022): 

8. The total number of full-time permanent jobs:

a. Retained/attributed to the Enterprise Zone Agreements:

b. Created as a result of the Enterprise Zone Agreements:

c. Subject to the Enterprise Zone Agreements:

9. The total number of enterprises subject to Enterprise Zone
Agreements which closed or reduced employment at:

a. Another site within the state of Ohio for the primary



purpose of locating at the Enterprise Zone Agreement’s specific 
location: 

b. Any location outside the state of Ohio for the primary purpose of
locating at the Enterprise Zone Agreement’s specific location: 

10. The number of full-time permanent employees transferred and retained within Ohio
by the business relocating pursuant to 9a above:
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